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Molecular characterization of chloride cells and their mechanism ofＴｉｔｌｅ ｏｆ Ｐｒ

differentiationｏｊｅｃｔ

The chloride cells are mainly located in the gill and involved in osmoregulation ofＡｂｓｔｒａｃｔ ｏｆ

fish. Reflecting their extraordinary power of ion transport, chloride cells are richＲｅｓｅａｒｃｈ Ｐｒｏ

in mitochondria and Na ,K -ATPase and their surface areas are tremendouslyｊｅｃｔ + +

increased by extensive invaginations of the basolateral membrane. By exploiting
these unique properties of chloride cells, we identified a K channel that is
considered to be coupled with Na ,K -ATPase, which has been a long-standing+ +

challenge for physiologists. We further identified a novel family of proteins that
exhibit low sequence similarity but share the same membrane topology with the
K channel and found that they are key regulators of the subcellular membrane
trafficking. We are also characterizing the chloride cells of a fish species (the
Osorezan dace) that lives and grows in a pH 3.5 lake. The molecular mechanism
underlying the acid adaptation will be clarified by identifying molecules
associated with gross morphological and functional changes of chloride cells seen
when the Osorezan dace were exposed to acidic conditions.
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20,100 17,200 17,200 17,200 15,500 87,200( )in thousand of yen


